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Defect Formation in Quench-Cooled Superfluid Phase Transition
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We use neutron absorption in rotating3He-B to heat locally a,100-mm-size volume into normal
phase. When the heated region cools back in microseconds, vortex lines are formed. We rec
with NMR the number of lines vs the applied superflow velocity and compare to the Kibble-Zurek
theory of vortex-loop freeze-out from a random network of defects. The measurements confirm th
calculated loop-size distribution and indicate that the superfluid state itself forms as a patchwork
competingA- andB-phase blobs. The consequences to theA ! B transition in supercooled3He-A are
discussed. [S0031-9007(98)05361-7]

PACS numbers: 67.57.Fg, 05.70.Fh
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A rapid phase transition generally leads to abunda
disorder and inhomogeneity in a heterogeneous syste
But even in the ideal homogeneous case, where extrin
influence is absent, a phase transition far out of equili
rium might result in the formation of defects. This phe
nomenon, if shown to be true, could explain the chang
in the early Universe from an initial homogeneous sta
to that at present with large-scale structure [1]. Howeve
reproducible measurements on the density and distribut
of defects as a function of transition speed are experime
tally a challenging task [2].

It was recently observed [3] that quantized vortices a
created in superfluid3He-B in one of the fastest second
order phase transitions probed to date. Here the transit
is produced locally in a small volume, within the bulk
medium far from boundaries, by irradiating3He-B super-
flow with ionizing radiation. The most practical heating
effect is obtained from the absorption reaction of a the
mal neutron, which creates a local overheating of suitab
magnitude and volume. Vortices are then found to for
in increasing number per absorption reaction as a functi
of the superflow velocity.

Homogeneous model.—There are several possible ex
planations to this phenomenon. We show that a qua
titative comparison can be established with the theory
defect formation in a rapidly quenched second order pha
transition which was proposed by Kibble [1] and Zure
[2]. In this time dependent transition the order param
eter of the broken-symmetry phase begins to form i
dependently in different spatially disconnected region
by falling into the various degenerate minima of th
Ginzburg-Landau free-energy functional. Superfluid co
herence is then established only locally, in causally sep
rated regions. These grow in size with time and form
defects at their boundaries when they meet an adjacent
gion in a different free-energy minimum.

The expected domain size of the inhomogeneity, or t
characteristic length scale in the initial random networ
of defects [2], isjy  j0stQyt0d1y4. Herej0 , 20 nm
is the zero temperature superfluid coherence leng
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t0 , j0yyF , 1 ns the order parameter relaxation
time far below Tc, and yF the Fermi velocity. The
deviation from equilibrium is described by the cooling
rate tQ  fTyjdTydtjgTTc

at Tc, which in our 3He-B
experiment istQ , 5 ms. After the quench the defects
relax, unless an external bias field is applied. In our ca
the superflow from rotation causes vortex loops to esca
into the bulk liquid. There the rings expand to rectilinea
vortex lines, which can then be counted with NMR. The
bias for the preference between3He-A or 3He-B can be
controlled with the choice of pressure or magnetic field.

Initial inhomogeneity.—The Kibble-Zurek (KZ) mech-
anism has been demonstrated to produce random netwo
of defects in numerical simulations [4]. It has also bee
compared to experiments on liquid crystals [5] and su
perfluid 4He II [6]. However, the KZ model describes
an infinite and spatially homogeneous system while an
laboratory sample is of finite size with nonzero gradi
ents. In our3He-B experiment the superfluid transition
moves through the rapidly cooling bubble as a phase fro
with a width,fj,T jyTg21

TTc
. A further important differ-

ence from the KZ model is the existence of the broken
symmetry phase outside the heated bubble. It might th
be the interface between the hot bubble (with a max
mum radiusRb , 30 mm) and the bulk superfluid outside
which governs vortex formation.

Experiment.—The measurements are performed in
rotating nuclear demagnetization cryostat. The samp
container is a quartz cylinder of radiusR  2.5 mm and
height L  7 mm [7]. While the sample is maintained
at constant conditions, it is irradiated with paraffin moder
ated neutrons from a weak Am-Be source, to heat the flu
locally with the nuclear reactionn 1

3
2He ! p 1

3
1H 1

764 keV. The distance of the source from the sample
adjusted such that the observed absorption reactions
well separated in time. At constant neutron flux we recor
the NMR absorption as a function of time. The height of
sudden jump in the NMR absorption measures the numb
of new vortex lines which are formed in a neutron absorp
tion event. Because of the large absorption cross secti
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1465
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of the3
2He nucleus, the mean free path of thermal neutron

in liquid 3He is about 0.1 mm. Most reactions occur thu
within a short distance from the side wall of the cylinder
Here the superflow velocity isys  VR with respect to
the wall, when the cylinder is rotated in the vortex-free
state at an angular velocityV [8]. When a vortex line is
formedys decreases. The reduction is taken into accou
as described in Ref. [7]. In the worst case the measurin
accuracy isDys ø 60.04 mmys.

Pressure dependence.—Vortex lines are detected only
if the superflow velocity exceeds a thresholdycnsT , P, Hd,
which is plotted as a function of pressureP and mag-
netic field H in Fig. 1. Experimentallyycn is a well-
defined quantity which estimates the effective radiu
Rb of the heated bubble: The largest vortex ring
which fits into the bubble, has a diameterD  2Rb . If
the flow exceedsys  ycn , sky2pD d lnsD yjd, where
k  hy2m is the circulation quantum andjsT , Pd ø
j0sPd s1 2 TyTcd21y2 the coherence length, a ring, with
the correct sign of circulation and oriented perpendicula
to the flow, expands into the bulk liquid. The pressur
dependence in Fig. 1 displays an abrupt increase at ab
21.2 bars, the pressurePPCP of the polycritical point:
Above PPCP

3He-A is stable in zero field belowTc be-
tween the normal andB phases. Thus, although the mea
surements in Fig. 1 are carried out well in theB phase,
vortex formation is reduced when the quench trajector
crosses the stableA-phase regime [trajectorysad in the in-
set of Fig. 1].

Magnetic field dependence.—The parabolic depen-
dence ofycn on the applied fieldH in Fig. 1 supports the
same conclusion. The only major influence of small field
on a quench at low pressures [trajectorysbd in the inset of
Fig. 1] is to make3He-A stable in a narrow interval from
Tc down to the first orderA ! B transition atTABsP, Hd.
The magnetic field lowers theA-phase energy minimum
with respect to that of theB phase and again this trans-
lates to a reduced yield of vortex lines at any given valu
of the biasys.

Consequences.—The results in Fig. 1 support the KZ
mechanism and allow us to exclude other explanation
The most compelling of these is the superflow instability a
the warm boundary of the heated bubble, where the liqu
is still in B phase. This instability occurs at the3He-B
pair-breaking velocityycsT , Pd ø yc0sPd s1 2 TyTcd1y2,
whereyc0sPd  1.61s1 1 Fs

1y3dkBTcypF [7]. In the bulk
liquid ys ø yc, but at the warm bubble boundaryyc

is necessarily exceeded. However,ycn in Fig. 1 does
not follow the smooth pressure dependence ofyc0sPd.
Together with the field dependence ofycn, this suggests
that it is not the boundary condition, but the interior
of the heated bubble, which determinesycn. This is
understandable since the KZ mechanism should inheren
be orders of magnitude faster than the hydrodynam
process for creating a large vortex ring with radiusRb.

The KZ interpretation for Fig. 1 is the following:
During cool down throughTc the order parameter may
1466
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FIG. 1. Threshold velocity ycn for the onset of vor-
tex formation in neutron-irradiated 3He-B superflow:
(Top) The pressure dependence displays a steep cha
at PPCP (although the B-phase properties are changing
smoothly as a function of pressure). AtP , PPCP , the
curves representycn  seky4pRbd lnsRbyjd, where Rb 
s3y2epd1y2sE0yCyTcd1y3s1 2 TyTcd21y3 is obtained from
the spherical thermal model with all ofE0  764 keV
transformed to heat. The fitted scaling factor i
e  2.1. (Bottom) The dependence on the magnet
field is parabolic and reminiscent of the equilibrium stat
A ! B transition TABsP, Hd  TcsPd s1 2 aH2d, where
asPd , s0.5 2 10d 3 1026 smTd22 [14]. (Inset) Phase dia-
gram of3He superfluids with superfluid transition atTc, A ! B
transition atTABs0d in zero and atTABsHd in nonzero field, and
two quench trajectoriessad andsbd.

settle in different regions intoA- or B-phase local
free-energy minima. Blobs of sizejy of A andB phase
are formed. Their relative number depends on the diffe
ence between theA- and B-phase energies. In ambien
conditions, where onlyB phase is stable, theA-phase
blobs shrink away. However, here theAB interface
appears as an additional defect, which is formed whe
the A- andB-phase blobs meet. It is known from exper
ments with a movingAB interface that the penetration o
vortex lines through the phase boundary is suppressed
Thus we expect thatA-phase blobs reduce the volume o
the initial vortex network, which is confined within the
B-phase blobs, and that vortex formation is impeded.

Figure 1 suggests two conclusions: (1) The KZ mech
nism is the fastest process to create defects, bef
others become effective. Even in an inhomogeneous i
tial state with large thermal gradients, we may assum
that the KZ mechanism dominates defect formation [10
if the velocity at which the phase front moves throug
the heated bubble,yT , RbytQ , 6 mys, is comparable
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to the critical valueyTc , yF st0ytQd1y4. (2) In super-
cooled3He-A the KZ mechanism starts with finite proba
bility the A ! B transition. Suppose the initial state is
supercooled3He-A in ionizing radiation. The final state
is then the stable3He-B, although the boundary condition
favors 3He-A. The deeper the supercooling, the large
the proportion ofB-phase blobs formed in the quench
and the more likely it is that some of them merge to
bubble which exceeds the critical diameter and starts t
A ! B transition, as is observed [11]. This explanatio
[12] does not require (or exclude) [13] Leggett’s inverte
“baked Alaska” temperature distribution within the heate
bubble [11].

Velocity dependence.—Measurements of vortex-line
formation as a function of the applied superflow velocit
ys allow a quantitative comparison to the KZ theory. In
Fig. 2 we have counted per unit time the total number
vortex lines ÙNr (top), the number of those neutron absorp
tion events ÙNe which produce at least one line (middle)
and the number of lines extracted from each absorpti
event (bottom). The rates increase rapidly withys: At
ysyycn ø 4.5, close to the maximum velocity limit im-
posed by the spontaneous nucleation threshold [7], th
are almost no unsuccessful (and unobserved) absorpt
events left: ÙNes`d 2 ÙNes4.5ycnd ø 0. The data also dis-

FIG. 2. Rates of vortex line formation vs normalized supe
flow velocity x  ysyycn: (Top) Number of linesÙNr and (mid-
dle) neutron absorption eventsÙNe per minute; (bottom) number
of lines per eventsø ÙNr y ÙNed. All three rates have been deter-
mined independentlyfrom discontinuities in the NMR absorp-
tion. The solid curves are independent fits to the data, giv
by the expressions in each panel.
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play a universality property: The fitted expressions are
of the form ÙNr  gfsysyycnd3 2 1g, whereycnsT , P, Hd
carries all dependence on the experimental variables. A
number of tests showed no background contribution in the
absence of the neutron source.

The most detailed information is the dispersion into
events in which a given number of lines is formed. In
Fig. 3 we plot the ratesÙNri of events which produce up to
i  5 lines. These data display large statistical variation,
but after averaging we get a curve for each value ofi,
which is shifted to successively higher velocities, peaks a
a maximum, and then trails off. The curves start from
a threshold velocityycni, plotted in the inset. At and
immediately aboveycn  ycn1 only single-vortex events
occur. This means that the heated bubble resemble
in shape more a sphere than a narrow cigar which is
randomly oriented with respect to the flow.

Simulation.—The initial distribution of loops in a
random vortex network with intervortex distancej̃  jy

FIG. 3. Rates ÙNri of vortex line formation, grouped according
to the number of linesi formed per absorption event per
minute, plotted vsysyycn. The solid curves are spline fits
to the simulation data. (Inset) Threshold velocityycniyycn1
for the onset of an event withi lines, plotted vs the number
of lines i. The solid curve represents the fitycniyycn1 
f2.0si 2 1d 1 1g1y3.
1467
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can be established with a standard simulation calculati
[4,15]. We use a “cubic bubble” which is subdivided
into a grid of unit sizej̃, with up to 2003 vertices. A
random phase is assigned to each vertex initially, to mod
the randomly inhomogeneous order parameter. On t
boundary of the bubble the phase is fixed, to ensure th
no open-ended loops are formed. The results have be
checked by averaging over up to 1000 different initia
configurations. We use a continuous phase variable rath
than restricting it to some set of allowed values. Th
distribution of the phase is extended to the edges of t
grid according to the shortest path on the phase circ
Line defects are positioned to cross through the center
those grid faces for which the phase winding is nonzero

As usual, we assume that the initial loop distributio
is preserved during the later evolution [15], when the av
erage intervortex distancẽjstd increases, but the network
remains scale invariant, independently of the momenta
value of j̃std. This property we use below when consid
ering the escape of loops from the network. Two scalin
relations of standard form hold for the networks:

nsld  Cl2b sC ø 0.29, b ø 2.3d , (1)

D sld  Ald sA ø 0.93, d ø 0.47d , (2)

where we put̃j  1, l andD are the length and average
straight size diameter, andnsld the density of loops
with length l. The numerical values of the parameter
depend slightly on the size of the bubble, due to bounda
conditions, but in the limit of a large bubble they are clos
to those obtained for networks with mostly open-ende
strings [4,15]. For a Brownian random walk in infinite
space the values ofb andd are5y2 and1y2.

Vortex loop escape.—The energy of a loop is given by

Esl, S, td  rsk

∑
l

k

4p
ln

j̃std
j

2 ysS
∏

, (3)

where S is the algebraic area of the loop in the plan
perpendicular to the direction of the superflow atys. A
new result from our simulation is a scaling law forS:

jSj  BD 22n sB ø 0.14, n ø 0d . (4)

Using Eq. (2) forlsD d one has for a loop withS . 0

EsD , td  rskD 2
∑

k

4pj̃stdA2
ln

j̃std
j

2 ysB
∏

. (5)

When the mean diameter of curvaturej̃std exceeds the
critical value, j̃csysd  s1yA2Bd sky4pysd ln j̃c

j
, the

energy becomes negative. Analytically the numbe
of loops extracted per neutron is obtained fromNr 

Vb
R2Rb

j̃c
dD nsD d, where j̃csys  ycnd  2Rb defines

the threshold velocity. This result is only a function
of the relative velocityx  ysyycn and reproduces the
measured dependence in Fig. 2:Nr ~ x3 2 1. An event
with i rings becomes possible, whenNr , i. This gives
for its threshold velocityycniyycn , i1y3, as measured
in Fig. 3.
1468
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In the simulation we assume that each sufficientl
large loop withS . 0 will escape and produce as many
observed vortices as the length of its projection in th
plane perpendicular tovs divided by the length of the
critical (smallest) ring. This is checked for different
values of the applied velocityys. Results are plotted in
Figs. 2 and 3.

The scaling calculation is justified in so far that the late
evolution of the network is orders of magnitude slowe
thantQ. The latter has to be described separately with
calculation of the vortex dynamics [16], including mutua
friction and the polarization of the vortex tangle by the
superflow. We have performed preliminary calculation
on small lattices (up to40 3 40 3 40) and find that even
close toTc the scaling law (1) remains valid at larger loop
lengths l . 4j̃ and that the result forÙNr sysyycnd does
not change qualitatively.

Conclusion.—We have established quantitative agree
ment between measurement and the KZ mechanism.
appears to be the fastest process by which a random n
work of defects is formed, before other phenomena, suc
as the superflow instability at the boundary of the heate
bubble or superfluid turbulence within its interior, have a
change to develop. A bias field of sufficient magnitude
will select the type of defect, which remains stable while
others relax. In superflow these are vortex loops. In su
percooled3He-A it is blobs of3He-B, which have a finite
probability to start theA ! B transition.

*Permanent address: Kapitza Institute for Physical Prob
lems, 117334 Moscow.
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